Can Aging in Place Be Cost Effective? A Systematic Review
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Abstract

Purpose of the Study: To systematically review cost, cost-minimization and cost-effectiveness studies for assisted living technologies (ALTs) that specifically enable older people to 'age in place' and highlight what further research is needed to inform decisions regarding aging in place.

Design: People aged 65+ and their live-in carers (where applicable), using an ALT to age in place at home opposed to a community-dwelling arrangement.

Methods: Studies were identified using a predefined search strategy on two key economic and cost evaluation databases NHS EED, HEED. Studies were assessed using methods recommended by the Campbell and Cochrane Economic Methods Group and presented in a narrative synthesis style.

Results: Eight eligible studies were identified from North America spread over a diverse geographical range. The majority of studies reported the ALT intervention group as having lower resource use costs than the control group; though the low methodological quality and heterogeneity of the individual costs and outcomes reported across studies must be considered.

Implications: The studies suggest that in some cases ALTs may reduce costs, though little data were identified and what there were was of poor quality. Methods to capture quality of life gains were not used, therefore potential effects on health and wellbeing may be missed. Further research is required using newer developments such as the capabilities approach. High quality studies assessing the cost-effectiveness of ALTs for ageing in place are required before robust conclusion on their use can be drawn.
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Introduction

Many adults want to grow old in their own homes (age in place) as opposed to a community living arrangement [1] [2], but there are challenges to independent living for healthy older adults as well as those who are unwell [3]. Aging populations require innovative solutions to the problems of maintaining independence, dignity and home care, and assisted living technologies (ALTs) may play a key role. ALTs can theoretically facilitate older people (those aged age 65+ [4]) aging in place and can be categorized into two groups. Firstly, Home and Environmental Modifications, which are technologies or modifications that can be installed or used within a home to promote independent living, usually by increasing mobility (e.g. ramp, adapted kitchen tools), or mediating risk of injury (e.g. grab rails in bath, wheelchair lift on stairs). Secondly, Telemedicine which includes any technology that provides remote communication between people in their home and healthcare or security professionals [3,6] (e.g. home surveillance technology to monitor the condition of the older person by transmitting routine physiological data).

Although technological advancements continue to evolve, the healthcare industry has been hesitant to adapt [7]. ALT solutions need to be focussed on both improving the aging in place experience and helping to contain costs for individuals and the public purse. This paper aims to systematically review cost and cost-effectiveness studies for ALTs specifically for older people, and to highlight where research is needed in order to make a case for ALTs.

Health interventions are increasingly subjected to economic evaluation that combines information on effectiveness and cost to consider the cost-effectiveness of their implementation. There is a growing body of research evidence describing the effectiveness and
Methods

Search strategy

A search was undertaken in the two major health economic evaluation databases: NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED) and The Health Economic Evaluations Database (HEED) in July of 2012; details of the search strategy can be found in Text S1. NHS EED includes structured abstracts of quality-assessed full economic evaluations of health care technologies, with the only criterion for inclusion being that the study is a full economic evaluation. Like NHS EED, HEED includes full economic evaluations, and also includes cost analyses, cost-of-illness studies, and reviews of applied studies that include economic data. The search was systematic and reproducible. We used double reviewers for selected abstracts, with a third reviewer to settle any disagreements.

Assisted living technologies for older people, is a topic without a clearly defined taxonomy; therefore the extant literature is described by a range of keywords. Potential keywords were compiled from ‘on-topic’ papers and mesh terms found in scoping searches conducted between March and May 2012. A list of 91 potential keywords was compiled and each word or phrase was searched in NHS EED and HEED. For full keyword list, see Text S1.

Selection criteria

Abstracts were reviewed to identify studies in English, comparing costs (cost-minimization studies) and cost and outcomes (full economic evaluations), published in peer reviewed journals. The ALTs were limited to those designed for older people (mean age in study 65+) that enable them to live independently in their residential home/age in place. No specific comparators were excluded.

Exclusion criteria were:

- Studies aimed at younger populations (average age under 65 or ages not reported).
- Studies not of human participants (theory or modelling papers).
- Studies based outside of the individuals’ own homes.
- Interventions involving trained in-home professionals.
- Interventions involving home medical treatment, diagnosis and management were excluded, as were telecare interventions that ‘only facilitates the exchange of data between patients and care professionals’ [5] unless they specifically seek to enable independence.
- Studies not including comparisons of costs and/or outcomes to qualify as economic evaluations.

Quality assessment

Studies were assessed using the methods recommended by the Campbell and Cochrane Economic Methods Group [13]. These include the methods outlined in the Cochrane handbook and more recent developments [14] [15], including methods to incorporate an economic perspective into the GRADE evidence system [16]. Current guidance from the CCEMG on quality assessment of cost-analyses is to use relevant components from one of two checklists: Jefferson et al. (1995) and Drummond et al. (2005) [17] [11]. In this study we opted to use that provided by Drummond et al. (2005).

Data synthesis

Our intention was to apply specialist quantitative methods, including meta-analysis, to our results but, due to the poor and varied methodological quality of the included studies, we were not able to do so; therefore we employed a narrative synthesis approach. With the heterogeneity of the included studies the straightforward juxtaposition method of narrative synthesis, as recommended by the Cochrane Handbook [18], is the most appropriate. Therefore, the aim of this review was to find evidence for, or against, the cost-effectiveness of ALTs for older people to age in place as synthesized narratively across both cost and economic analysis studies; and to consider what the key determinants were of these outcomes across settings, rather than provide some pooled estimate that might not be applicable to any setting.

Data Extraction Strategy

For the systematic review, the following six categories of data (listed below) were selected for extraction. Definition-classification data were also extracted, due to the fact that the assisted living technology field is lacking a standardized taxonomy of the technologies being assessed, as discussed by [8]; those results are presented in Table S1. For detailed subcategories of the data extraction strategy see Text S2.

Categories of data

1. Number of studies identified
2. Study identification and key elements
3. Source of cost data
4. Study perspective
5. Main outcomes
6. Data analysis: Critical Assessment of Economic Evaluation checklist (Table S2)

Search Results

1. Number of studies identified

A total of 1,955 abstracts were identified and were screened for inclusion. From these studies, 34 were selected for further
assessments and the full papers obtained and assessed. From there, eight papers met the inclusion criteria for the review (Figure S1).

2. Study identification and key elements

Seven studies were conducted in the USA, with costs reported in US Dollars [19–25]. The remaining study [26] was conducted in Canada and reported in Canadian Dollars. The settings varied between remote rural, rural, and urban locations. The price year is important as it allows researchers to calculate how applicable the results could be to current practice. It was only explicitly stated in one study [22] and not stated in the others; where, at best, the price year could be estimated by publication/study date though that is not recommended practice [11].

Five studies were formal economic evaluations [19–23] comparing costs and consequences of two or more interventions [11]. Three were cost-minimisation analyses, which only compared costs as the interventions were assumed to have equal effect [24–26]. None of these three studies justified this assumption and the current consensus within the economic evaluation literature is that the adoption of a cost-minimisation framework is rarely justified [27].

From the eight studies, one considered only Home and Environmental Modifications, [19]; six considered Telemedicine [20–23,25,26] and one study considered both [24]. The taxonomy and types of ALTs varied across studies see Table S1 for a detailed description of the ALTs and associated definitions.

3. Source of Cost Data

The cost data on the resource use was derived from National Patient Care Database at AAC, or Veterans Administration records in 4 studies [6,8,10,13], and was primarily costs rather than charges to a third party payer. Hospital level data was used to estimate costs in one study [7] and acquisition costs for the technology (with these costs based upon the retail price where equipment was donated) in one [9]. The source of cost data was not stated in the remaining two studies [11,12]. The consequence of this is that it is not possible to translate the findings of these studies into the current time period.

4. Study perspective

From the eight papers, two did not specify the perspective of the study [19,20]. One took the perspective of a public health system [26]. Two papers took the perspective of a hospital/health care provider [21,22]. Two took the perspective of the Veterans Administration in the US [24,25] and one took the perspective of the direct provider/purchaser [23].

5. Main Outcomes

**Study Design.** Of the eight identified studies, five were conducted as part of randomised control trials [19,21–23,25], two were conducted as part of quasi-experimental studies [20,26]. Of these two, one did not state the design beyond having control and intervention groups [20] and the other had no control group because it stated that having one would be unethical [26]. The eighth study was a retrospective matched comparative study [24].

**Costs studied.** All of the studies reported on costs to the payer of providing the intervention. There was little reporting of the included costs consequent to the interventions. For example, downstream costs such as any changes in hospital and emergency care admission as a result of the intervention.

Changes consequent to the intervention were reported by Mann et al. [1999] as care aide costs, nurses, case managers, occupational and physical therapists and speech pathologists, nursing home stays and hospital costs [19]. Johnston et al. [2000] included costs of pharmacy services, laboratory, physician visits, Emergency Department (ED) visits, and inpatient treatment as well as the direct costs of home healthcare [20]. Noel & Vogel [2000] accounted for home visits, hospitalisations and ED visits [21]. Costs for clinic visits, hospitalisation, and transport were reported by Noel & Vogel [2004] [22]. Vincent et al. [2006] included hospital stays and home care services [26]. Finkelstein et al. [2006] inferred that there was a reduction in downstream direct cost evidenced by the documentation of fewer discharges to higher levels of care within the two intervention groups [23]. Bendixen et al. [2009] only reported future health care costs [24] and Wray et al. [2010] included outpatient, inpatient, and nursing home need [25]. None of the studies reported on indirect costs i.e. productivity losses borne by society due to health issues.

**Patient characteristics.** All studies had a mean patient and/or carer population age of above 65 in both intervention and control groups. Of the included studies, the overall mean population age was 72 years. Ages ranged from an intervention group mean of 68 years [21] to a mean of 81 years [26].

The split between male and female study participants varied between studies. Three studies had a higher percentage of women than men with 70% women [19], 59% [20], and 71% [26]. Two studies had a higher percentage of men with 95% [21], and 97% [22]. One study had an approximately even number of men and women [23] and two studies did not state the difference, both of which were working with US armed forces veterans [24,25].

Four studies had a patient population comprised of newly diagnosed patients with a wide range of complex co-morbidities [20] [21] [22] [23]. One study considered interventions for home-based frail older people [19]. Another study looked at a patient population of veterans living at home with complex co-morbidities [24] and dementia [25]. In a further two studies, the focus was on ‘live-in’ caregivers, with one focusing on a close relative (as the caregiver) of veterans living at home with moderate to severe dementia [25] and the other targeting a close relative (as the caregiver) who lived with an older person who has a co-morbidity/barrier to independent living [26].

**Primary outcomes of studies.** Four of the studies reported effects on one or more outcomes [19,20,22,24]. Mann [1999] reported on the effectiveness of assistive technologies and home environmental interventions using a variety of measures of functional independence as well as pain [19]. Johnston et al. [2000] reported on costs in a cost-effectiveness study of supportive care [20]. Noel et al. [2004] used three quality indicators as outcomes (medication compliance, knowledge of disease, and ability for self-care), as well as reporting the degree of patient satisfaction [22]. Lastly, Bendixen et al. [2009] measured serum glucose, cognitive status, functional level, patient satisfaction with care and self-rated health status and quality of life [24]. Although used in a non comparative way, Vincent et al. [2006] used the SF-12 [28] to capture quality of life in the cohort in their cost analysis (as well as a measure of care giver burden) allowing for the possibly of maximizing gain across different technologies and sectors (allocative efficiency) [26]; the rest of the studies reported intervention-specific measures, with the aim of achieving increase in specific outcomes using the fewest resources (technical efficiency).

6. Data analysis: Critical Assessment of Economic Evaluation checklist

To determine if the evaluations were of acceptable quality, they were all assessed according to a well-recognized economic evaluation checklist [11]. The checklist (Table S2) was adapted
from the Drummond et al. (2005) checklist and was used to illustrate the assessment of the validity of results found in this review. It is not expected that every economic evaluation satisfy all checklist criteria, though the systematic application of these questions can assist in the identification of strengths and weaknesses amongst the papers in this review. Table S2 illustrates the result of the systematic critical assessment of the data, demonstrating which studies present a sound economic evaluation. According to the assessment methods recommended by the Campbell and Cochrane Economic Methods Group, all the studies were judged to have low methodological quality [11].

The methodological quality of the studies is a reflection of the heterogeneous data on costs and outcomes reported across studies. Nevertheless, five studies reported that the intervention had lower costs (at least in the short-term) than the comparator group [19, 21–23, 25]. One study, where measures were taken before and after the introduction of telesurveillance, reported the intervention to have lowered healthcare expenditure in the intervention group, though there was no control group due to ethical reasons [26]. Another study found that there was no difference in costs between the intervention group and comparator, although after the intervention there were increases in clinic visits but decreases in hospital and nursing home stays for the intervention group [24]. One study found that the total mean costs of care were lower than in the control once the costs of home-healthcare were excluded [20].

Three studies reported non-monetary benefits [19, 20, 22]. The first found functional independence and mobility declined for both intervention and control group, but considerably more in the control; and that pain increased significantly less for the intervention than the control but physical independence, mobility occupation, and social integration were unchanged [19]. The second reported an association with improved medication compliance, knowledge of disease, and increased patient satisfaction [20]. The third found no significant effects on cognitive status, functional level, satisfaction with care or self-rated health status [22]. One study measured functional decline in terms of emergency and non-emergency care and found ALTs associated with reductions in hospital and nursing home stays [24]. No study included a preference based outcome measure meaning that there was no consideration of the value users of the ALTs place on the reported outcomes.

Discussion

There is a potential for growth in the market for ALTs, although the growth of this market may not have developed as quickly as expected [29]. One reason for this may be the lack of studies proving the economic viability of ALTs [30–32]. Clearly there is a need for further economic evaluation of the ALTs that enable aging in place for older people [12]. This systematic review highlights a number of important issues. Firstly, more high quality studies investigating the cost-effectiveness of ALTs are required. The results of the Whole System Demonstrator programme in the United Kingdom may help in this process, although there is still a lack of rigorous cost-effective work [5]. Cost-effectiveness studies can be an important source of information for public and private providers and more studies could help to stimulate the ALT market. A possible reason why there have been few cost-effectiveness studies of ALTs may be because new technology is consistently developing and as technologies ‘age’ the costs can change.

Secondly, an increased focus on defining and measuring the benefits of ALTs is required. Outcome measurement is not well-developed in social care and the aging process. There is important research on-going but it has yet to make it into the wider evaluation of ALT literature. The included studies lacked a consistent use of a health related quality of life measures as an outcome; using such measures would allow issues concerning allocative efficiency to be considered, whereas the outcomes measured in this review were better placed to answer questions about technical efficiency. Focusing solely on monetary change as an outcome is problematic as it is possible for an intervention to have an ‘economic benefit’ but the health and wellbeing of participants may not necessarily improve.

Furthermore, health related quality of life should not be limited to just physical aspects of well-being but extended to the mental wellbeing of participants as well. With ALTs allowing older people to age in place, the change in mental outlook should be measured as an outcome in future economic evaluations. The capabilities approach would seem to be an exciting opportunity, as it focuses on self-reported wellbeing in older people as defined in a broader sense instead of exclusively on health [33]. The ICECAP-O (ICEpop CAPability measure for Older people) is one example of this approach as it contains subjective measures including a dimension solely about independence [34]. This instrument has recently been used as the measure for a secondary outcome in a UK based study involving older people, though the tool is still new and research regarding its validation is ongoing [35]. Utilizing a preference-based instrument provides decision makers with additional information that includes valuations of the states the tools measure. Two studies in this review [24, 26] actually collected data that could have been used to perform an economic evaluation and so demonstrate whether the interventions were cost effective but no such results were presented. Measures like the ICECAP-O may be able to better capture changes in the overall wellbeing of older people using ALTs to age in place specifically, rather than solely focusing on function or health related quality of life (e.g. EQ-5D) [36]. Such tools are promising and although research is on-going, more is needed [36].

Thirdly, there is a need to consider where benefits accrue, and so which perspective should be taken. Many ALTs produce benefits that accrue to individuals, or groups, involved in the care needs of the user, such as: household members, wider family and carers, as well as the state, in the form of local and national funders. This presents a challenge for research and suggests that the best approach to evaluation may be cost-benefit analysis, where wider notion of costs and benefits can be valued.

Finally, there is a need for a clear taxonomy describing ALTs. ALTs encompass a broad range of devices: from basic home adaptations to help frail older people obtain control over their environment, to advances in telecare and the cutting edge technology found in ‘smart homes’. With such diversity, there is uncertainty within the literature as to the categorization and terminology of technologies [7]. Studies and reviews have called for more research and work on these issues [8]. We concur that more clarity regarding taxonomy and the outcomes of ALTs is required. Additionally, research on ALTs specifically facilitating aging in place for older people could benefit from developments in taxonomy so the issues can be analysed separately from telecare in the management of chronic conditions.

Conclusion

The strengths of our study are that the search was systematic and reproducible. The identified studies were quality assessed according to the criteria proposed by the Campbell and Cochrane Economic Methods Group [17]; which deemed the methodolog-
tical quality to be weak across studies. The inclusion criterion was strict as we wanted to target only ALTs that assist with aging in place opposed to telecare in the management of chronic conditions; though as a result there may be related studies (i.e. modelling papers) that were excluded. The search was limited to full text articles available in the English language, though both HEED and NHS EED do not limit their searches to the English language and provide the structured abstracts are written in English. All of the studies were based in North American settings which may not be universally applicable to other international settings. Two of the studies had the United States Department of Veterans Affairs as its perspective which is publicly funded though neither study took into account the cost of the intervention in its analysis.

The review has highlighted some key areas of research for ALTs, social care and aging in place. ALTs may be an innovative solution to the problems posed by aging populations, but more research concerning their cost-effectiveness is required.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Review and Selection of Articles. This figure shows the stages of the systematic review selection process as detailed with the number of studies progressing through the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Table S1 ALT Definition Classification. This table displays the results of the varying taxonomy across the included studies as categorized by how each ALT was titled and the specific details of what the technology was in each study. The two main categories are ‘Home Modifications (Table A)’ and ‘Remote Patient-Health Professional Communication’ (Table B).

Table S2 Critical Assessment of Economic Evaluation checklist. This checklist was adapted from the Drummond et al. (2005) checklist and was used to illustrate the assessment of the validation of results found in this review, demonstrating which studies present a sound economic evaluation.
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